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1.0
1.1

INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE

The Gull Lake Management Plan Committee composed of Ponoka County, Lacombe
County, the Summer Village of Gull Lake and the Summer Village of Parkland Beach
has hired Williams Engineering Canada Inc. to prepare the Gull Lake Intermunicipal
Development Plan (IDP), which is a review and update of the Gull Lake Management
Plan (2000 update). This Intermunicipal Development Plan has been prepared in
accordance with guidance from the Gull Lake Management Plan Committee and in
consultation with local community members, stakeholders, and provincial government
departments. The IDP will serve as a tool for controlling future land uses and
development within the Gull Lake area.
Once approved, all future development within the Gull Lake IDP plan area will abide by
the policies outlined in this IDP.
1.2

BACKGROUND

Gull Lake is a large, shallow lake covering approximately 80.6 square kilometres
situated between Edmonton and Calgary. The lake is known for its sandy beaches, a
provincial park located on the southern portion of the lake, and its sport fishing. It
supports many recreational activities such as boating, swimming, fishing, and sailing.
The current policy document controlling land use and development is the Gull Lake
Management Plan: 2000 update (hereinafter referred to as "the 2000 plan"). This plan,
along with the respective municipal plans (Municipal Development Plans, Land Use
Bylaws, Area Structure Plans, and Concept Plans), currently guides future growth and
development within the area.
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The Gull Lake IDP is the result of the need for a review and update of the 2000 plan.
That plan requires updating to reflect changing development pressures, environmental
issues, regulatory regimes, market demand, and public attitudes and preferences.
Land use decisions within the Gull Lake watershed area will affect the lake and
therefore there must be consistency and a common vision between municipalities to
ensure that Gull Lake is a healthy and well-maintained asset to the Central Alberta
region.
The IDP plan area covers approximately 206 square kilometres and requires the
cooperation and coordination of four municipalities: Lacombe County, Ponoka County,
the Summer Village of Gull Lake, and the Summer Village of Parkland Beach. Various
issues were addressed during the preparation of the Gull Lake IDP. These include, but
are not limited to:

•

Water quality and lake water level;

•

Public access and related recreational infrastructure;

•

Role of agriculture;

•

Development potential;

•

Development servicing standards;

•

Management of riparian areas and reserves and;

•

Wildlife & Fish Habitat.

The Gull Lake Management Plan Committee, composed of representative from each of
the four member municipalities provided guidance and direction to the project team
throughout the project duration.
1.3

PROVINCIAL LEGISLATION

Section 631 of the Municipal Government Act states that two or more councils may
adopt an intermunicipal development plan to include those areas of land lying within
the boundaries of the municipalities as they consider necessary.
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An IDP may provide for:

•

The future land use within the area;

•

The manner of and the proposals for future development in the area; and

•

Any other matter relating to the physical, social or economic development of
the area that the councils consider necessary.

An IDP must include a procedure to be used to resolve or attempt to resolve any
conflict between the municipalities, a procedure to be used to amend or repeal the
plan, and provisions relating to the administration of the plan.
An IDP is a broad-based policy document created to ensure that all development within
a specified area occurs in a logical, cost effective, and sustainable manner, without
negatively impacting neighbouring municipalities. In the case of Gull Lake, the IDP
outlines common goals and visions, pinpoints future development areas, and tries to
achieve a common purpose for growth and development. The document provides
direction for land owners, developers, and municipal staff to ensure that these goals
are consistent with the future vision of the area.
1.4

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER PLANS

This Intermunicipal Development Plan will provide general guidance for development
within the Gull Lake watershed. Municipal statutory and non-statutory plans, such as
Municipal Development Plans, Land Use Bylaws, Area Structure Plans, and Concept
Plans, will provide detailed land use planning guidance. In the hierarchy of statutory
plans, the IDP takes precedence over other municipal statutory plans and documents,
therefore all municipal statutory plans must be in alignment with the policies set forth in
this IDP. It will be the responsibility of a developer to organize and submit for approval
site-specific studies which are in accordance with the policies put forward in this plan
and in alignment with the goals and objectives of the appropriate municipal approving
authority.
Development within the plan area outside of the summer villages is controlled by
Ponoka County in the north and Lacombe County in the south. Each county has a
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municipal development plan and land use bylaw that provide development and land
use guidance within the municipality. All four municipalities recognize the need for
special development regulations in the vicinity of the lake in the form of an
Intermunicipal Development Plan.
East & West Gull Lake Overview Plans (April, 2010)
Ponoka County commissioned the completion of the East Gull Lake Overview Plan
(adopted in 2009) and the West Gull Lake Overview Plan (adopted July 2010). The
plans cover lands in the north portion of the lake within Ponoka County. As a majority
of the shoreline in the northern portion of the lake has been developed, the overview
plans concentrate on upland areas away from the lake, but still within the Gull Lake
watershed boundary. The overview plans look at possible conflicts with farming and
other existing land uses, consider water supply and sewage disposal, propose
necessary road improvements, and set out a method by which developers pay for offsite costs such as road construction. The plans define general development areas
which will require more detailed plans to be accepted by Council before development
occurs. This IDP is consistent with these overview plans.

Both plans can be found on

the Ponoka County website.
Alberta Land Stewardship Act
The province has passed the Alberta Land Stewardship Act and its associated Land
Use Framework report.

Regional Plans, based on major watershed areas, will be

formed within each area of the province to guide future land use planning decisions.
Although the Red Deer Regional Plan has yet to be formed, this IDP has
acknowledged that various planning tools listed under Part 3 of the Act may become
useful for the Gull Lake plan area. These include but are not limited to conservation
easements, transfer of development credits, density bonusing, and conservation
directives. This IDP supports the use of these tools within the plan area, should they
be introduced, at the discretion of the appropriate approving authority.
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1.5

PLAN EXEMPTIONS

If a development has received first reading to a rezoning bylaw prior to the adoption of
this IDP, the development shall be subject instead to the recommendations of the Gull
Lake Management Plan (2000 Update) and other policies or bylaws in effect when first
reading was given where there is a conflict with this IDP.

2.0

GULL LAKE SITE CONTEXT

2.1

PLAN AREA

Map 1 illustrates the Gull Lake IDP plan area boundary. It includes the entire Gull Lake
watershed area, as did the 1979 Gull Lake Management Plan.

The watershed

boundary includes lands with varying distances from the lakeshore, with areas in the
north reaching approximately 6 kilometres from the lakeshore and lands in the southeast shore situated a few hundred metres from the lakeshore.

The 2000 plan

concentrated on land close to the lake and Municipal Development Plan policies were
used to govern land use in the “residual watershed” areas. The Gull Lake IDP includes
the entire watershed area, as land use in the drainage basin will affect lake water
quality. There is also now a significant market for lots away from the lake which have
views of the lake. These new demands need to be taken into consideration during the
creation of a new planning document.
2.2

LAND USE

There are currently cottages located around the lakeshore, and new subdivisions are
being proposed in upland areas within the watershed. Aspen Beach Provincial Park is
located at the southwest shore of the lake, and contains two campgrounds, a boat
launch, beaches, and day use areas. There are marinas and boat launches located in
various subdivisions around the lakeshore.

The majority of the remainder of the

watershed is used for agricultural activities and cattle production.
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The 2000 plan (page 13) allocated land within the plan area to one of seven land use
classes:
•

Residual watershed

•

Environmental management

•

Public recreation

•

Existing development

•

Residential area

•

Accrued land

•

Semi-public

The 2010 Gull Lake IDP abandons lakeshore land use allocations and instead focuses
on setting criteria for development, including detailed site investigations at the time of
application, letting the market decide what uses to allocate. The IDP identifies lands
within the Gull Lake watershed boundary which will be considered for development.
This strategy offers a longer term solution to development that gives the plan flexibility
to change with current market demand and municipal needs.
2.3

TRANSPORTATION FEATURES

Map 1 illustrates the major existing transportation features in and around the plan area.
These transportation features are listed below.
•

Highway 12 runs east-west, south of Gull Lake. There are currently provincial
plans to realign highway 12 to provide a bypass of the Summer Village of Gull
Lake.

•

Highway 771 runs north-south to the west of the lake

•

Highway 53 runs east-west to the north of the lake

•

Highway 792 runs north-south to the east of the lake

As substantial development in new areas within the watershed occurs, the upgrading of
local roads will be required.

It is expected that the details of alignments and

construction of these roads will be determined at the area structure plan/outline plan
stage.

Site specific studies for new developments will determine road upgrade

requirements.
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3.0

EXISTING CONDITIONS

3.1

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

3.1.1

Gull Lake

Gull Lake is large and shallow with an area of 80.6 square kilometres and a drainage
basin area of 206 square kilometres. The mean depth of the lake is 5.4 metres and the
maximum depth is 8 metres. Gull Lake is classified as a eutrophic lake based on
nutrient, chlorophyll and transparency criteria.

The lake experiences occasional

blooms of noxious algae, low winter oxygen concentrations (Alberta Lake Management
Society, 2006). The level of the lake has declined since it was first recorded in 1924,
and as a result there is now no outflow stream.

The decreasing lake level has

exposed large areas of former lake bottom around the entire lake.

In 1976 a diversion was constructed to pump water from the Blindman River into Gull
Lake through a pipeline and canal system to supplement inflow. Pumping began in the
spring of 1977. This pumping has been continuing on and off for over 30 years to
attempt to reach the target lake elevation of 899.16 metres above sea level. According
to Alberta Environment modelling, pumping for a full pumping season can potentially
have an average of a 7 cm impact on lake levels. Although this diversion has been
able to relatively stabilize the lake level, many feel that this is a temporary solution and
that further research should be completed to study nearby aquifers, recharge areas,
and creek remediation methods to address lake water level. Others feel that some
form of pumping is essential to the lake.
Lake Capacity/Limits on Development
The 1979 plan used a “surface capacity for boating” method to calculate the amount of
use that could be tolerated without unacceptable degradation of the quality or safety of
the boating experience. There were many flaws with this method however, and the
2000 plan made no attempt to set a maximum number of recreational units. The 2000
plan also reported that the public "expressed general satisfaction with the current level
of development [and found] strong sentiment against further development" (p. 6).
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Based on the results of our public engagement process, the consensus of public
opinion on this issue seems to have changed.

In the landowner and user survey

distributed at the May 1, 2010 Public Open House and throughout the stakeholder
consultation process, the overall opinion was that further development is not opposed,
but rather responsible, sustainable development is accepted as long as the natural
environment, lake water quality and quantity, and wildlife and fish habitats are
protected. In this update of the plan, two additional constraints on development will be
considered, including the amount of shoreline access and groundwater supply. This
plan also attempts to promote responsible development, which includes an in-depth
analysis of onsite sensitive habitats and promotes a ‘no net loss concept’ which will be
explained in further detail in Section 6.0 of this report.
3.1.2

Shoreline/Riparian Areas

Riparian areas are transition areas, providing connectivity between aquatic and upland
vegetation areas. They are therefore an important target for protection on the lake.
Riparian areas act as natural filters to trap sediments, nutrients, and contaminants
within runoff into the lake. These areas also provide a buffer between the lake and
development, provide an area for wildlife habitat, contain high bio-diversity, reduce
erosion, and assist with the storage of groundwater for future recharge.
In 2007, Alberta Environment completed the Gull Lake Health and Integrity
Assessment. The assessment was based on factors such as vegetation clearance,
human disturbance, and the presence of woody plants. This assessment aimed to
address the issues of increasing development encroachment, certain agricultural
practises, increasing ATV usage, deteriorating water quality, and disturbance and
destruction of fish and wildlife habitats. The study evaluated the riparian areas around
Gull Lake by completing a helicopter flyover of the shoreline.
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A healthy shoreline is one that contains much of its natural riparian vegetation,
including woody plaints and emergent vegetation, and shows little signs of human
caused removal or alternation of vegetation. A poor quality shoreline (impaired) is one
which may show visual signs of human caused removal or alteration of riparian
vegetation, including the conversion of vegetation to lawn grass and cutting and/or
clearing of woody vegetation.

Many of these impaired areas are the result of a

combination of factors including certain agricultural activities, shoreline clearing, and
ATV use. The assessment concluded that 64% of the shoreline is considered to be
Impaired, with 35% being Moderately Impaired and 29% Highly Impaired. 36% of the
riparian areas on Gull Lake were considered Healthy.
3.1.3

Former Lake Bottom Lands

The water level has been declining in Gull Lake since it was first recorded in 1924.
There is currently no outlet, and only minor inlet streams. There is now, in some areas,
up to 400 metres of former lake bottom exposed, measured perpendicular to the
present shore line. The gradient is very low, and the water table is close to the surface,
which makes it attractive for waterfowl and wildlife. As noted in the 1979 and 2000 Gull
Lake Management Plans, this feature is unique to Gull Lake. This former lake bottom
has become a vital part of the lake environment.

It provides a buffer between

development and the shoreline and provides an appealing environment for waterfowl
and other wildlife habitat. These lands also provide the opportunity for continuous
public access to the lakeshore.
The management of the former lake bottom was a major topic of discussion among
government departments, landowners, and stakeholders during the Gull Lake IDP
public and stakeholder consultation process. A majority of the old lake bottom remains
non-titled crown land, but under provincial law, a permanent change in vegetation from
aquatic to upland areas allow it to be added to adjacent titles. As such it is subject to
reserve dedication if the land is subdivided, to be used for general public use and to
ensure that public lake access is maintained.

The 2000 plan restricted the

development or expansion of habitable buildings within the 1:100 year flood plain to
protect these lands and the 2010 plan would like to continue this policy forward.
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3.1.4

Water Quality

The 2003, document An Assessment of Water Quality in Gull Lake (Patricia Mitchell
Environmental Consulting) concluded that there has not been a significant decline in
the water quality of the lake in recent years.

Levels of total phosphorous and

chlorophyll-a have not increased since monitoring began and in fact phosphorous
levels have remained fairly consistent since the 1970s. Excessive nutrients such as
nitrogen and phosphorus can lead to eutrophication of the lake, which leads to an
excessive amount of aquatic plant and phytoplankton growth. The main sources of
phosphorous to the lake are from agriculture activities in the watershed and internally
derived nutrients stored in bottom water sediments (Alberta Lake Management Society,
2006).
The Mitchell report states that certain pesticides were present in all of the monitored
streams, however levels were well below the Canadian Environmental Quality
Guidelines for the protection of aquatic life.
Total nitrogen concentrations in the lake have decreased over the past 30 years,
however they have consistently been above the ASWQG PAL limit of 1.0 mg/L (2009
State of the Watershed Report, Blindman Sub-region).
Coliform bacteria concentrations in Gull Lake have always remained fairly low however
data sampling has been sparse. Fecal coliform bacteria counts were very high in
streams surrounding the lake however.

Sources of coliform bacteria include

agricultural and municipal runoff, wildlife, faulty septic systems and septic fields.

Further water testing will need to be completed to set manageable targets for water
quality, especially when examining proposals for future development within the Gull
Lake watershed. The remediation of damaged creeks and streams also has a vital
effect on controlling water quality within the lake. Section 6.0 of this IDP outlines
methods of addressing these goals to stabilize and/or improve lake water quality.
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3.1.5

Vegetation

Gull Lake is located in the Aspen Parkland and Boreal Mixed wood eco-regions. The
dominant trees are trembling aspen, balsam poplar, white spruce and willow. The
preservation of this natural vegetation can assist with recharge and decrease surface
water runoff of pollutants into the lake.

Although municipal control over the clearing of vegetation on private land is limited, this
IDP attempts to offer solutions which will encourage the protection and enhancement of
natural vegetation during the subdivision and development process.
3.1.6

Fish Habitat, Waterfowl, & Ungulate Wildlife

Gull Lake has an active sport fishery, and is specifically known for its winter fishery.
The lake contains several spawning, rearing and overwintering areas for various fish
species, including whitefish, northern pike, burbot, and walleye. Protecting the lake
water quality will help to ensure that the fish population will be maintained.
The Red Deer River State of the Watershed Report identifies Gull Lake as one of the
largest and most productive water bird lakes in the Dry Mixedwood Subregion of
Alberta. The area contains significant staging and production wetlands for waterfowl,
marsh birds and shorebirds. Specifically, two large low-lying wet areas are identified
directly to the north of the lake and to the east of the lake (Map 2). The Gull Lake area
also contains foraging and loafing habitat for the American white pelican.
The Gull Lake watershed area does not contain any Class 1 habitat for deer, moose, or
elk. The Canada Land Inventory (CLI) rates the western portion of the lake within the
watershed to be mostly class 4 and 5 and the eastern portion of the lake to be mostly
class 2 and 3 within the watershed boundary.

Alberta Sustainable Resource Development has provided updated information
regarding species at risk within the plan area.

This recent data, along with the

locations of critical fish, waterfowl, and ungulate wildlife habitats can be found on Map
2.
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3.1.7

Agricultural Capability

Many of the residents within the Gull Lake watershed make their living from farming.
There are currently approximately 12 confined feeding operations within the watershed
boundary, according to NRCB records. The 2000 plan recommended restricting the
creation of new Confined Feeding Operations within the Gull Lake watershed, as runoff
from intensive agricultural operations within the watershed tend to have a negative
effect on lake water quality, adding substances such as phosphorous, nitrogen, and
fecal coliforms to the water.

The Gull Lake IDP public and stakeholder consultation

process found a mixed reaction on the subject of agriculture, with some preferring that
responsible agriculture should be allowed within the watershed boundary and some
preferring that the lake become purely recreational in nature.
The IDP takes CLI soil class ratings into consideration during the creation of the
Development Potential Map. Ponoka County does not allow development on lands
with a rating of more than 30%, and Lacombe County examines the impact on
agriculture of all new proposals for development. This generally means CLI classes 1
to 4 are protected. The south end of the lake contains soils favourable to agriculture
production, and as such, the IDP intends to protect these areas which are further from
the lake, and which contain un-fragmented, high quality agricultural land (Map 3).
3.2

EXISTING WATER & WASTEWATER SERVICING

A key issue which arises with the formation of the IDP is water and wastewater
servicing within the plan area. In terms of wastewater servicing, the majority of the
area currently uses private sewage systems. There are currently a limited number of
developments on the lake which use or propose to use communal systems and onsite
treatment plants. Although fecal coliform levels in Gull Lake are not entirely the result
of private sewage systems, these private systems do not efficiently handle wastewater
in a sustainable manner.
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Water servicing within the majority of the Gull Lake watershed is supplied by individual
wells.

The Water Act states that if a multiple lot residential subdivision is to use

groundwater, the developer must provide an engineering report to prove that there is
sufficient water onsite to service the development without depleting the supply to
existing farms and residences. These studies however are site-specific and do not
consider the cumulative effects on the Gull Lake Watershed.
Ponoka County recently commissioned regional groundwater studies for the north end
of Gull Lake to determine whether a sufficient quantity of groundwater is available for
future development in this area (Hydrogeological Consultants Ltd, Groundwater Supply
at Gull Lake, 2010, found on the Ponoka County website).

The studies aimed to

answer three questions:

•

How much groundwater is available, on a sustainable basis, to supply
residential development in the study area, without depleting the supply to
existing households, licensees, and traditional agricultural users?

•

Will the extraction of this much groundwater affect natural systems such as the
state of wetlands, and the quality and quantity of inflows to the lake?

•

Will the change from agriculture to residential use affect infiltration rates, either
positively or negatively, and is it possible or desirable to increase infiltration
through surface engineering measures, or by control of land cover?
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Major findings of the groundwater reports are summarized below.
Northwest Gull Lake study area
(Townships 41 to 43, Range 28 W4, & Townships 41 to 43, Ranges 1 & 2 W5)
The study concludes that there is sufficient groundwater to supply an additional 1,400
lots in the plan area without depleting the supply to existing households, licensees, and
traditional agricultural users.

Whether this will affect natural systems depends on

which aquifer is used. HCL identified four distinct aquifers in the area. The lowest one,
which they call Geo-unit 1, is below the level of Gull Lake and the Blindman River, and
extracting water from it will not have any effect on the lake or river. Geo-unit 2, which
lies at a higher elevation, feeds Gull Lake. Geo-unit 3 feeds the Blindman River. Geounit 4, the highest of the four, does not connect to lake or river. To avoid reducing the
flow of groundwater into the lake and the river, HCL recommends that new wells in the
Gull Lake drainage basin utilize Geo-units 1 and 3, while new wells in the Blindman
River drainage basin should utilize Geo-units 1 and 2.
Finally, HCL concluded that infiltration rates (and thus groundwater recharge) will not
be adversely affected by residential subdivision. In fact, residential lots tend to have
higher infiltration rates than farm land. These studies will be taken into account when
approving new multi-lot subdivisions.

In particular, high-yield wells (such as those

supplying a communal water system) will be required to use an aquifer that does not
feed Gull Lake or the Blindman River.
Northeast Gull Lake Study Area
(Townships 41 & 42 Range 28 W4, & Townships 41 & 42, Ranges 1 & 2 W5)
HCL constructed a water balance model which estimated precipitation, infiltration rates,
evapo-transpiration, aquifer replenishment, and human consumption. They concluded
that there is ample water to service 1700 lots within the plan area without depleting the
supply to existing users, and without affecting natural systems or lake levels. Further,
the conversion of land from crops to grass should have no adverse effect on
groundwater recharge.

This IDP addresses groundwater use in an attempt to protect the environmental
integrity of the Gull Lake watershed.
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4.0

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC & STAKEHOLDER
CONSULTATION

4.1

OVERVIEW

The IDP plan preparation process involved a series of public and stakeholder
consultations to ensure that all views were fairly represented.

Three stakeholder

meetings were held to obtain visions and aspirations for the Gull Lake area. Two
public open houses were held to inform the public of the plan development process and
to present the Draft Gull Lake IDP. The stakeholder meetings and the public open
houses gave members of the public a chance to review site data, ask questions about
the project, interact with the project team, and share their visions of the area. The
feedback and visions shared by members of the public and stakeholder groups were
used to the develop policies contained within this Draft IDP.
4.1.1

Public Open House

The first of two Public Open Houses was held on May 1, 2010 at the Lacombe County
office. The Public Open House was well attended with 179 participants. Project team
members were available to answer questions at the meeting and provide a brief
presentation of the project goals, objectives, and timeline. A survey was distributed at
the open house to gain public opinion.

The project team developed five “Development Scenarios” for the purpose of
stimulating discussion at the public open house. These development scenarios were
based on an imaginary quarter section and presented different approaches to
development within a lake environment. The Five Development Scenarios presented
at Public Open House # 1 for discussion are outlined below.

•

Scenario 1: Business as usual

•

Scenario 2: Agriculture takes priority

•

Scenario 3: Selective development within an agricultural landscape

•

Scenario 4: Development with low environmental impact
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•

Scenario 5: Tight cluster development

A second public open house was held on July 17th 2010 at the Blindman Valley
Agricultural Centre in Bentley. There were 84 members of the public in attendance at
the open house. The purpose of the second public open house was to present the
Draft Gull Lake IDP and gain feedback on the draft plan before proceeding to a joint
public hearing. Questions at the open house were generally geared towards shoreline
and flood land development, agriculture within the watershed, and water quality and
lake water level stabilization. Details of the Gull Lake IDP public open houses and the
Five Development Scenarios presented can be found in the Gull Lake IDP Public
Consultation Report.
4.1.2

Stakeholder Meetings

The first stakeholder meeting was held on April 13, 2010 with representatives from
various provincial government departments.

The second stakeholder meeting was

held on May 10, 2010 and was organized in the form of an interactive workshop,
involving local Gull Lake community group representatives, representatives from the
Gull Lake Water Quality Management Society, and representatives from the Town of
Bentley.

The third stakeholder meeting was held on May 18, 2010, with members of

the Alberta Lake Management Society, Red Deer River Watershed Alliance, and
Alberta Health Services.
4.1.3

Results

The results of both the Public Open Houses and stakeholder meetings were fairly
consistent. Common areas of concern were:



Declining water level



Water quality of Gull Lake and water quality of the Blindman River during
pumping



Use and Management of Accrued Lands (former lake bottom)



Loss of riparian areas



Boat capacity on lake
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Groundwater supply (regional groundwater studies)



Wastewater servicing



ATV usage & control

Visions
Representatives at stakeholder meetings 2 and 3 were asked to share their visions of
the lake in 15-20 years during a group visioning exercise. A sampling of the visions
expressed in these meetings are outlined below.
Stakeholder Meeting # 2
•

Gull Lake should remain a recreational lake

•

Adequate lake water level

•

Water quality a top priority

•

Maintain/set aside natural areas around the lake (no development)

•

Ability to continue new farm livestock operations based on provincial rules

•

Limit density of developments

•

Demand scenic development

•

Limited commercial development

•

New development on proper sewage systems

•

Strategic locations for regional water & sewer plants

•

Public campgrounds on crown land

•

Controlled sustainable development not hodge/podge development

•

Trails around the lake (walking & biking)

•

Recreation access improved (fishing, boating, beaches)

•

Stricter development requirements on the lake

•

Ecological & waterfowl preservation

Stakeholder Meeting 3
•

If development occurs, make sure that lake water quality is the # 1 priority

•

Ensure that the IDP has policies in place that will clearly outline requirements
for wastewater treatment
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•

Accrued lands should be left for crown ownership and left in their natural state.
These lands can therefore be used as a habitat for birds and as a natural
filtration system

•

Public recreation areas should be located to decrease any negative impact on
wildlife and water quality

•

Boat use should be controlled on the lake

•

Nutrient inputs need to be controlled (wastewater management and stormwater
control).

This could be promoted through cost-sharing incentives and

educational programs
•

A hydrological study should be completed to consider the bank storage of
water, flood control, and aquifers.

•

Residents should have knowledge of the habitat surrounding the lake and this
habitat should be preserved for recreation and in its natural state

4.1.4

Gull Lake Landowner & User Survey

A survey was distributed at the Public Open House # 1 to receive public opinion on the
Gull Lake area. 85 surveys were completed and returned to the project team by the
closing date of May 5, 2010. The survey contained seven open-ended questions which
intended to gain an understanding of the issues currently facing the area, gain direction
as to what form of development is preferred, and gather opinions of what the lake
currently offers in terms of shoreline quality and recreational opportunities. The survey
also included a question regarding intensive farming within the watershed.

Of the five development scenarios presented at the Public Open House, the preferred
option was Scenario 4: Development with Low Environmental Impact, with Scenario 2:
Agriculture takes priority placing second.

When asked their opinion on the quality of

the Gull Lake shoreline the majority of participants rated it as ok/fair. When asked their
opinion of the current quantity and quality of public recreational opportunities at the
lake, a majority of participants rated it at ok/fair. When asked if intensive farming be
restricted within the plan area the majority of participants agreed.
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5.0

IDP VISION
Overview
The Gull Lake IDP will provide a framework that will guide land use and development
within the plan area, while ensuring that the ecological health, recreational capacity,
and scenic qualities of the lake are respected and enhanced.
A series of public open houses, stakeholder meetings, and direction provided by the
steering committee helped to define a vision for the Gull Lake area.

This public and

stakeholder engagement ensured that the ideas and policies expressed in this IDP
directly reflect the goals and objectives of community members, stakeholder groups,
and each member municipality’s desired future growth for the Gull Lake area.
Creating a vision for the lake
The public consultation process revealed strong agreement on a vision for Gull Lake.
Participants wanted to see a lake where:
•

Groundwater remains plentiful

•

The quality of water in the lake is maintained, and if possible, improved

•

Sewage

from

residences

and

recreational

activities

is

managed

in

environmentally sensitive ways

•

The lake level is stabilized at a level which maximizes recreational benefits

•

There is a healthy, plentiful population of fish and wildlife

•

Tree cover is preserved throughout the watershed

•

Good farm land is reserved for agriculture, and farming continues to be an
important part of the economy and the landscape
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•

New residential development has minimal environmental impact

•

There is good public access to the lake

•

Neighbours have opportunities for input into new developments

The project team agrees with these goals, and in order to achieve them, the following
policies are proposed.

These goals are broken into three parts: conservation issues,

development issues, and public input into decision-making.

6.0

LAND USE POLICIES
CONSERVATION ISSUES
Goal 1:

Ensure that groundwater is managed in a sustainable
manner

Groundwater provides a large part of the inflow to the lake, and agriculture and
residences depend on it completely.

A reduction of available groundwater, or its

contamination, threaten everything this plan tries to do.

The municipalities will do the following to protect the quantity and quality of
groundwater.
6.1.1

Testing required: If a proposed development is to use wells, the municipalities will
require developers to prove that there is sufficient groundwater to serve new users on a
sustainable basis without depleting the supply available to agriculture and to existing
users. Under section 23(3) of the Water Act, such proof is required before any new
well can be used.

6.1.2

Look at cumulative effects: The municipalities will go further than this legal minimum
to protect groundwater from over-use. The tests required by the Water Act look at
each development separately; they do not consider cumulative effects. The other three
municipalities may do as Ponoka has done, and commission water balance studies of
local aquifers to determine long term sustainable yields. Municipalities may wish to
recover the cost of these studies by levies on new lots.
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6.1.3

Protect groundwater recharge: Area structure plans and outline plans should identify
groundwater recharge areas, and either designate them and environmental reserve, or
offer to protect them through conservation easements.

6.1.4

Protect groundwater inflow to the lake: Piped water systems must normally use
deep aquifers in order to leave the shallower groundwater for individual wells and to
supply the springs which feed the lake. These deep aquifers have been identified in a
study commissioned by Ponoka County by Hydrogeological Consultants Ltd and noted
in the bibliography.

6.1.5

Encourage water conservation: The rate structure of any new municipal water
system must use full cost recovery in order to encourage water conservation.

Goal 2:

Maintain and if possible improve the quality of the water
in the lake

People come to Gull Lake for fishing, swimming, boating, and to enjoy a clean natural
environment. To preserve those qualities, we must maintain and if possible improve
the quality of water in the lake.
Patricia Mitchell's 2003 study of water quality, noted in the bibliography, showed that,
by most measures, the quality of water in Gull Lake has not diminished since the mid1980s.

Using the most common measures of water quality (algae, phosphorus,

chlorophyll-a, and transparency) Gull Lake showed no decline in water quality for the
19 years for which data were available (Mitchell, p9). Updates by the Alberta Lake
Management Society confirm this view. However, three things are worrying.

The first is the amount of phosphorus entering the lake from tributary streams, and
probably also from overland flows. In most lakes, nutrients are flushed out over time,
but at the present lake level there is no surface outflow from Gull Lake, so whatever
comes in to the lake stays there. Over time, phosphorus levels could build up and
cause large scale plant and algae growth.
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The second cause for concern is that fecal coliforms have been detected, suggesting
the presence of microbial pathogens derived from human and animal feces (Mitchell,
p17).
Many residents believe that reed and weed growth around the lakes perimeter has
been steadily increasing.

Historic photographs show sand beaches that are now

heavily vegetated. This has reduced the lakes recreational potential and increases
water loss via evapotranspiration.

The inflows of phosphorus and fecal coliforms can be reduced by appropriate land use
policies on agriculture, residences, and other land uses. Dealing first with agriculture,
the municipalities will therefore apply the following policies:
6.2.1

Work with the NRCB: The counties will continue to co-operate with the Natural
Resources Conservation Board (NRCB) on the location of confined feeding operations
(CFOs). These facilities are outside municipal jurisdiction, but the Board always seeks
municipal input regarding location and potential land use conflicts.

6.2.2

Location of livestock operations in Lacombe County: Lacombe County will
continue to recommend to the NRCB that no new CFOs are allowed within one mile of
any land shown on Map 4 as intended for residential or recreation development. As
this policy is contained in the County's Municipal Development Plan, it is expected that
the NRCB will honour it under section 20 of the Agricultural Operation Practices Act.

6.2.3

Expansion of livestock operations in Lacombe County: Lacombe County is
satisfied that the NRCB regulates livestock operations sufficiently well to protect
groundwater and the lake. The County will therefore not object to the expansion of an
existing confined feeding operation in the watershed provided it is satisfied that the
proposed expansion would not interfere with the development of the lands shown on
Map 4 for residential or recreation use, or otherwise conflict with other surrounding land
uses.

6.2.4

Location of livestock operations in Ponoka County: Ponoka County will continue
to zone farm land in the watershed as Restricted Agricultural, which does not allow new
intensive livestock facilities.

6.2.5

NRCB to regulate manure handling: The municipalities note that even though only
the largest operations need NRCB approval, the rules on manure handling apply to
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even the smallest operations. The counties will continue to work with the NRCB on
this issue.
6.2.6

Improve manure handling: The counties will provide technical assistance to livestock
producers to improve their manure handling systems so as to contain all nutrients on
site. The existing Agricultural Service Boards will provide this advice.

6.2.7

Financial assistance: The counties will work with livestock producers to access funds
from senior governments and other sources to improve their manure handling systems.
The 2003 water quality study, Table 5, estimated that 22% of the phosphorus entering
Gull Lake came from human sewage. To reduce this inflow, the municipalities adopt
the following policies.

6.2.8

Treat domestic sewage (1): The municipalities will require that all new multi-lot
residential and recreational stalls within half a mile of the original lake shore, and
approved after the adoption of this IDP, must be connected to piped sewer service at
the time of development.

6.2.9

Treat domestic sewage (2): The municipalities will investigate ways of improving
sewage handling in existing multi-lot residential and recreational developments which
now use individual waste water systems. Bearing in mind the high cost of retrofitting
these older residences, the municipalities will try to maximize grants from senior
governments.

6.2.10 Treatment of effluent: The effluent collected by these piped systems must be treated
to a standard acceptable to Alberta Environment.
6.2.11 Disposal of effluent: Treated effluent may still contain nutrients, and if it finds its way
into the lake, it cold cause algal blooms and other problems. For that reason it should
normally be disposed of by being piped out of the watershed. However, subject to the
approval of Alberta Environment, it may be used for irrigation of farm land within the
watershed, provided that there is no risk of nutrients reaching the lake
6.2.12 Single or multiple systems: The municipalities are willing to consider either a single
collection system for the whole lake, or a number of smaller systems, each serving a
local area.
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6.2.13 Alternative treatment: As an alternative to piped systems in new developments, the
municipalities may consider individual, self-contained systems which can be shown by
independent studies to have no harmful effect on the quality of lake or ground water.
This policy is not intended to allow the use of traditional septic tanks and fields, or allow
the trucking of effluent offsite, but rather it is intended to allow for emerging onsite
wastewater treatment technologies which can prove that effluent released is in
accordance with regulatory standards.
The municipalities will apply the following policies to other land uses.
6.2.14 Require scientific study: Before allowing recreational or residential development
within 100 metres of a wetland, or of a stream which flows into the lake, the
municipalities will require the developer to provide a study of the effect of development
on the wetland or stream.
6.2.15 Protect watercourses: Wherever possible, creeks and watercourses will be taken
into municipal ownership. They may be taken as reserves, or made subject to an
environmental reserve or a conservation easement. Alternatively, they may be
purchased, using money paid in place of reserves on other land. Subject to
appropriate safeguards, the municipalities may also allow creek valleys to be put into
the common property of a bare land condominium.
6.2.16 Hold back flood waters: The municipalities encourage projects by third party
organizations which impound water for slow release.
6.2.17 Reduce household use of fertilizers: The municipalities will aim to eliminate the use
of lawn fertilizer on lakeshore property. Lawn fertilizer is high in phosphorus, and
runoff into the lake can stimulate the growth of algae and water plants. Municipalities
will start with an education program to point out the deleterious effects when fertilizer
leaches into the lake. If this does not have any effect, they may use land use and other
bylaws to outlaw the use of fertilizer on lawns. In addition, residents will be
encouraged to plant ground cover which does not need fertilizing or irrigation.
6.2.18 Minimize the effect of golf courses: Golf courses are valuable addition to a
recreational area, but the use of fertilizers may add large quantities of nutrients to the
lake. This is of most concern when the golf course is close to the lake or a
watercourse. As part of their development application, developers will be asked to
provide a nutrient budget, prepared by a professional agrologist, and a storm water
management plan which ensures that runoff water will not damage the lake.
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6.2.19 Reduce direct runoff: Storm water runoff often contains substances that can damage
the lake, so as far as possible, new developments must direct runoff water into
soakaways instead of ditches which end up in creeks and lake.
6.2.20 Reduce phosphorus and coliform inflows: Policies elsewhere in this IDP require a
developer to replace environmental assets which will be lost or damaged by his project.
However, reducing the inflow of phosphorus and fecal coliforms is so important that
achieving no net loss is not enough. We must have a positive improvement. The
municipalities will therefore require developers to show how their proposal will result in
a significant reduction on the inflow of phosphorus and fecal coliforms. Some methods
of achieving reductions are noted at the end of Section 6.
6.2.21 Levy on new lots: The municipalities may consider a levy on new residential lots to
raise funds for projects which will reduce phosphorus and fecal coliform inflows.
6.2.22 Monitoring program for creeks/rivers: The municipalities will endeavour to work with
local interest groups in the Gull Lake area to develop a monitoring program for creeks
and/or rivers entering the lake.

Goal 3:

Protect the fishery

The most important single way to preserve the fishery is to protect and enhance the
rooted offshore vegetation which is prime fish spawning and feeding habitat.

The

municipalities have no jurisdiction over the bed and shore of the lake, but their land use
policies affect it, so they will take the following actions to protect offshore vegetation.
Please see Figure 1 for an illustration of ownership and use of old lake bottom lands.
6.3.1

No net loss of shoreline habitat: Before allowing significant changes to land on the
former lake bottom, or within 200 metres of the original lake shoreline, the
municipalities will require developers to provide independent studies to assess the
likely effect on the lake. If these studies show that the development will reduce or
degrade fish habitat, developers will be required to create or upgrade shoreline
elsewhere on the lake so there is no net loss of habitat. This may be done by restoring
damaged shoreline, or by constructing new bays and inlets, as was done successfully
at Sunset Harbour on Pigeon Lake.

6.3.2

Maintain a ring of natural vegetation around the lake: When a lake recedes
permanently, provincial law gives the owners of adjacent land the right to add the old
lake bottom to their titles. However, once that is done, the old lake bottom (the
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'accrued land') becomes subject to municipal bylaws. The municipalities will use this
power to maintain natural vegetation along the lake shore, and any loss of shoreline
habitat must be replaced as required by Policy 6.3.1.
6.3.3

Flood prone lands: Flood prone lands are defined as those lying below the one in
100 year flood level as defined by Alberta Environment, or by independent studies
acceptable to the Department. When such lands are subdivided, the municipalities
may require that the lands be dedicated as Environmental Reserve and/or Municipal
Reserve, or allow parts to remain in private ownership, subject to an environmental
reserve easement, restrictive zoning or other encumbrance on title that provides for the
long term protection of these sensitive lands.

6.3.4

Other former lake bottom lands: Former land bottom lands which are above the
once in 100 year flood level, and therefore have no value as fish habitat, may be
approved for development.

6.3.5

Minimize disturbance of the shoreline: Environmental reserve may be left in its
natural state, or used as park (MGA section 671), but in new developments, no more
than ten per cent of the shoreline length should be cleared of natural vegetation (onshore and off-shore). Boat launches, beaches, etc should be confined to that ten per
cent, leaving ninety per cent of the shoreline length in its natural state. Where it is
essential to clear more shoreline, the loss must be offset elsewhere (See also Policy
6.3.1). Note, this will not require any existing public beaches to be abandoned and revegetated.

6.3.6

Storm water management: In addition to the uses noted above, environmental
reserve may also be used to accommodate ponds in which surface runoff is purified.
The environmental benefits (a cleaner lake) justify this use even thought it is not listed
in section 671 of the MGA.

6.3.7

Damage by vehicles: The municipalities will try to educate people about the value of
shoreline vegetation so they do not damage it with vehicles. They will also investigate
engineering solutions such as the construction of barriers.

6.3.8

Safe, legal places for ATV use: Vehicle damage to the shoreline might be reduced if
there were places where ATVs and other off-road vehicles could be used away from
the lake. If landowners wish to create such facilities, the municipalities will consider
changing their land use bylaws to allow them.
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6.3.9

Help maintain lake levels: Declining lake levels are bad for the fishery, so the
municipalities will work with Alberta Environment to continue pumping water into Gull
Lake from the Blindman River.

Goal 4:

Improve the condition of creeks flowing in to the lake

When they are in good condition, creeks and streams provide many benefits to the
lake. They are prime habitat for many valued wildlife species; some streams are used
by fish as spawning areas; all are welcome parts of the landscape. Unfortunately,
many of the creeks and streams which flow into Gull Lake have been damaged by
agriculture and other forms of development, and no longer provide those benefits.
However, good land use policies can often bring them back to their original condition.
6.4.1

Identify sources of water pollution: When a source of pollution is identified, the
municipalities will work with the landowner to reduce contamination. The Agricultural
Service Boards will undertake this work.

6.4.2

Scientific study required: Area structure plans must identify all watercourses and
wetlands on the property proposed for development, and must include a study of the
effect of development on the watercourse or wetland.

6.4.3

Protect creek valleys: When land crossed by a creek is subdivided, the municipalities
will take the valley as environmental reserve or municipal reserve, or will register an
environmental reserve easement or conservation easement. This will guarantee that
the land remains undeveloped and natural vegetation is re-established.

6.4.4

Protect sloughs: Other wetlands such as sloughs will be protected using the same
mechanisms. The size of the protected area will set in the area structure plan for that
land.

6.4.5

Alternative locations for reserves: If land being subdivided does not contain any
natural features requiring protection, the municipality may allow a developer to dedicate
the required amount of municipal reserves off-site. They may do this by purchasing
creek valleys or wetlands elsewhere, and dedicating them as reserve, or registering an
easement protecting the natural conditions, in place of dedicating reserve on the land
being subdivided.
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6.4.6

Technical support for valley remediation: The municipalities will support efforts by
third parties to remediate creek valleys and bring them back to a natural condition.
They may provide technical advice, support funding requests to senior governments, or
contribute money which was taken in place of reserves.

6.4.7

New legal mechanisms: The municipalities will explore the voluntary mechanisms
under the Alberta Land Stewardship Act to protect and remediate creek valleys.

6.4.8

Scrubbing contaminated water: Where a creek contains unacceptably high levels of
nutrients, and it is not possible to reduce the input at source, the municipalities may
consider diverting the flow through an artificial marsh where nutrients can be taken up
by plant growth.

Goal 5:

Preserve tree cover

There are many reasons to preserve tree cover in the Gull Lake drainage basin.
Wooded land moderates run-off from snow melt and summer storms; it is important
habitat for many valued species of birds and animals; and it is an important part of the
landscape which recreationists seek. Runoff from wooded land also contributes less
nutrients per unit area than does cleared land.

For all those reasons, the

municipalities will adopt land use policies that encourage landowners to maintain tree
cover.
6.5.1

No blanket ban on tree clearance: The counties will not forbid clearance of tree
covered land zoned Agricultural. However, clearance will probably cease once the
owners realize that the land is worth more if the trees are retained and the land is used
for recreational purposes.

6.5.2

Make tree cover worth keeping: The counties may follow the example of the County
of Wetaskiwin at Battle Lake and allow owners to subdivide tree covered land into
parcels which are large enough to accommodate a residence while leaving most of the
area in trees. Experience in Wetaskiwin suggests 20 acres as a minimum lot size; of
that, only two acres may be cleared. Restrictions on tree cutting may also be enforced
by conservation easements.

6.5.3

No net loss of trees in new developments: Area structure plans must show minimal
loss of tree cover. Where loss is inevitable, developers should plan to plant trees, or
allow degraded woodland to regenerate, so there is no net loss of tree cover. The
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offset trees may be on other quarter sections, but must be within the Gull Lake
watershed boundary.

DEVELOPMENT ISSUES
Provided that these policies are enforced, it is reasonable to allow further development
in the Gull Lake watershed, with the following goals.

Goal 6:

Maintain a viable agricultural industry

In their municipal development plans, both Lacombe and Ponoka Counties reserve
good quality soil for agriculture. Ponoka protects land with a farmland assessment
rating of more than 30%, That includes most land in Canada Land Inventory classes 1
to 4, leaving classes 5 and 6 available for non-farm use. Lacombe has a similar policy
but does not use exact numbers to define good farm land.
Agriculture has a significant effect on water quality. Land clearance results in more
runoff and less groundwater, and gives more fluctuations in streamflow. Runoff from
farm land is richer in nutrients than from tree covered land, resulting in more plant and
algae growth in the lake. However, agriculture is the backbone of the economy in both
Lacombe and Ponoka Counties, and farming pre-dates the recreational use of the lake.
Therefore:
6.6.1

Recognize the right to farm: The counties will not demand any changes in
accepted, legal farming practices. Any desired changes must be achieved by
education and incentive, not compulsion. This policy is backed by section 2 of the
Agricultural Practices Operations Act.

6.6.2

Preserve good farm land: As a general principle, and consistent with their municipal
development plans, the counties will continue to reserve good quality farm land for
agriculture. However, if in councils' opinion the recreational value of the land justifies
its loss to agriculture, they may allow recreational and residential development on
better quality land within half a mile of lake, or further away on land with views of the
lake.
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6.6.3

. . . but be realistic: The counties may also allow recreational and residential
development on small areas of better quality land which surrounded by poor land and
are too small to farm with modern equipment.

6.6.4

Shift from crop to grass: While recognizing that the decision can only be made by
the landowners, the municipalities would prefer to see less crop land and more grass
land in the watershed. Developers needing to reduce phosphorus and fecal coliforms
may choose to pay farmers to convert crop land to grass, and register an encumbrance
on title to guarantee that the conversion is permanent.

Goal 7:

Maintain public access to the lake

Gull Lake is a public resource, and reasonable public access must be maintained for
both residents and non-residents.
6.7.1

Maintain legal access: Municipalities will not close public lands or roads which now
give public access to the lake. This does not mean the public should have unrestricted
access; municipalities have the right and the responsibility to regulate the use of park
areas for public safety, to protect the environment, and to control nuisances.

6.7.2

Access is for visitors as well as local people: Public reserves are for the use of all
people, not just local residents. Restrictions which may limit their use by non-residents,
such as unreasonable parking controls, will be reviewed.

6.7.3

All new lots must have lake access: It is irresponsible to create new residences or
recreational lots which have no lake access. New lots will be allowed only if they have
safe, usable, legal access to the lake. As a general rule, there should be at least three
metres (ten feet) of lake frontage (including adjacent crown lake frontage) for each
residential lot situated within a mile back from the lake. This implies a maximum of 266
lots for every half mile of lake frontage. This limit will be applied to all new
developments proposed after the date of the adoption of this IDP.

6.7.4

Access to be considered in area structure plans: Lake access and boat launching
must be addressed in area structure plans, even if the proposed lots are away from the
lake. If the proposed access is already used by other people or groups, their
comments must be noted in the ASP.

6.7.5

Purchase of lake access: If there is no clear need for reserves in an upland
subdivision, the Counties will consider taking money in place of reserves, and using
that money to buy or improve lakeshore reserve land.
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6.7.6

Lake access levy: Lacombe County will continue to levy a per-lot contribution from
developers at the time of subdivision to pay for the creation of lake access. Ponoka
County will consider a similar policy.

6.7.7

Lake-wide plan for boat launches: The municipalities recognize the shortage of
public boat launches, and will jointly develop a long range plan to provide a sufficient
number.

6.7.8

Trail system: The municipalities agree that a round-the-lake trail system would
provide benefits to residents and visitors. They will require all new lakeshore
developments to build a trail parallel with the shore for non-motorized users. In
existing developments, they will work with residents' groups and other interested
parties to define routes and assemble right-of-way.

Goal 8

Allow new development in appropriate areas

Previous management plans for Gull Lake allocated every part of the shoreline to a
particular land use: agriculture, conservation, private residences, campsites, or public
uses.

Experience has shown that planning at this level of detail quickly becomes

outdated. Instead, this IDP allocates land uses through a two stage process. The first
stage is to identify general areas for development. If a parcel of land is inside one of
the areas where development is acceptable, landowners are invited to create plans that
are consistent with the policies set out above. Figure 2 provides an example of a
quarter section which has been developed using many of the goals and policies within
this IDP.
6.8.1

Where new development is acceptable: Map 4 shows areas where development will
be considered. These are
•

land within half a mile of the lakeshore in Lacombe County,

•

land identified as suitable for development in Ponoka County's East Gull Lake
and West Gull Lake overview plans, and

•

land inside the Summer Villages.
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Lacombe County may investigate further development possibilities elsewhere in the
Gull Lake watershed when it prepares the South Gull Lake Area Structure Plan with
further public input.
6.8.2

No discrimination between uses: Within these areas, development may take the
form of private residential and recreational lots, municipally or provincially operated
campsites and parks, or privately owned day use and camping facilities. The IDP does
not specify which of these land uses should be allowed on any given parcel of land.
That decision will be made by the market.

6.8.3

Use of other land in the watershed: Most of the land outside the development areas
will be reserved for farming. However, small scale residential or recreational
development may be allowed if the owner can show that
•

the soil is poor, using that municipality's definition, and

•

development will not interfere with farming operations in the neighbourhood.

6.8.4

Cluster design: Policy 6.7.3 requires that all lots must have adequate lake access,
and that will limit the number of lots which can be created on a piece of land. Policy
6.2.7 requires piped sewer systems, which are only economic for small lots. These
two requirements are best reconciled by a cluster style of development, with small
areas of high density development separated by green areas.

6.8.5

Undevelopable land: Some land at the north end of the lake cannot be developed for
residential or recreational use because it is too low and wet. However, the shoreline
has value as fish habitat. Ponoka County is willing to purchase that land, using money
paid in place of reserves. It would then be maintained in a natural state in perpetuity,
either by the County or by a conservation organization.

6.8.6

Commercial centres: Large scale commercial development will be directed to urban
centres (Lacombe, Bentley, and Rimbey), the existing rural commercial nodes, and the
single location identified in Ponoka County's East Gull Lake overview plan.
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CONTINUING PUBLIC INPUT
Goal 9:

Involve all parties in the development process

If a proposed development is consistent with the policies set out above, it probably has
a good chance of being approved. However, these policies are written in very general
terms. They need to be applied to the particular piece of land. Also, the policies call
for various technical information to be supplied before a formal approval can be given.
The policies and the site-specific information come together in a document known as
an area structure plan (ASP).
This IDP envisages two types of ASPs. The first relates to the broader scale ASP that
Lacombe County may undertake to identify further development opportunities in other
parts of the watershed within its jurisdiction. This document would define developable
land, consider the effect of development on farming and other adjacent land uses,
investigate water supply, and consider necessary road improvements, and other
servicing requirements. This is the document referred to in Policy 6.8.1.

The second type of ASP usually applies to a quarter section or other block of land
owned by a developer. It sets out, in a broad-brush manner, the future use of the
entire parcel, even if it is going to be developed in stages, and how this relates to
surrounding lands. Once adopted, an ASP is an 'approval in principle' which gives the
developer assurance that he is not wasting his time and money preparing a detailed
subdivision plan.

Professional developers know what is required in an area structure plan, so there is no
need to repeat it here. First-time developers should engage a qualified professional to
do the work.

Developers are advised to involve neighbouring landowners in their planning as soon
as possible, preferably one-on-one. This lets the developer explain the proposal and
answer questions before they lead to baseless rumours.
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Once an ASP has been prepared, it is submitted to the municipality.
usually apply for the appropriate zoning at the same time.

Developers

The municipality will

advertise the ASP and rezoning request, and send it to nearby municipalities and may
also send it to local stakeholder groups for their comments. Council will then hold a
public hearing at which any person claiming to be affected may speak, ask questions,
or make recommendations. Following the public hearing, council may adopt the ASP
(as submitted, or with changes) or reject it. The rezoning will be dealt with as soon as
the ASP has been adopted, possibly at the same council meeting.

As noted above, council's adoption of an ASP and zoning amounts to an approval in
principle for the development, and the developer can proceed to a subdivision and/or
development application with reasonable assurance that it will quickly be approved.

Policies governing ASPs are as follows.
6.9.1

Area structure plans required: ASPs will be required before land in the watershed is
rezoned to allow residential or recreational use resulting in there being six or more lots,
rental units, or bare land condominium units on a quarter section. Instead of an ASP, a
municipality may choose to adopt a more informal document such as an outline plan,
but this must still be referred to the public, the other municipalities, and regulators.

6.9.2

Contents of ASPs: ASPs must contain all the information set out under Goals 1 to 10.
This is in addition to the normal information required for ASPs by county policy.

6.9.3

Verification: Technical information accompanying an ASP will be referred to
provincial government departments for analysis and recommendations before the plan
is considered by council.

6.9.4

Intermunicipal referral: ASPs submitted to one municipality will be referred to the
other three municipalities before any decision is made.

6.9.5

No off-loading of costs: An ASP must not impose significant capital or operating
costs on another municipality unless compensation is agreed.
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Goal 10:

Keep the plan relevant

The municipalities will keep this plan relevant through the following actions.
6.10.1 Ensure consistency with other municipal plans: The municipalities will review their
municipal development plans and land use bylaws and make any necessary changes
to bring them into conformity with this IDP.
6.10.2 Water testing: The quality of the water in the lake is important to the municipalities
and as such, the municipalities will try to ensure that the water in the lake, and the
water entering the lake from tributary streams, is tested at least every other year for
nutrients and pathogens. The municipalities will ask independent organizations or
provincial government bodies to do this work.
6.10.3 New conservation mechanisms: The municipalities will monitor changes in the
Alberta Land Stewardship Act (ALSA) to see if the new conservation mechanisms
should be applied to land around Gull Lake.
6.10.4 Keeping track of offsets: Each year, the municipal staff will inspect land where work
has been done off-site under Policies 6.2.19 (reduction of phosphorus and coliform
inflows) 6.3.1 (fish habitat), 6.4.5 (offsite municipal reserves), and 6.5.3 (trees), and will
report the state of that land to the other municipalities. They may also report to area
residents through municipal newsletters.
6.10.5 Intermunicipal Committee: The municipalities will establish an Intermunicipal
Committee made up of representatives from each of the four member municipalities.
6.10.6 Annual review: The planning officials of all four municipalities will meet annually to
discuss the IDP, and will recommend any necessary changes to their councils.
6.10.7 Five year review: The municipalities will review and update this IDP, with public input,
five years after the date it is adopted.
Plan Amendments
6.10.8 The member municipalities will review their existing statutory plans and land use
bylaws and bring them into compliance with this IDP.
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6.10.9 Any amendment to the plan must receive the agreement of all municipalities and be
adopted by bylaw pursuant to the Municipal Government Act. An amendment to the
plan proposed by a stakeholder in the plan area shall be made to the municipality in
which the subject land is located.
Dispute Resolution

6.10.10 The following matters will lead to the initiation of the dispute resolution process:
a) An agreement has not been reached on any proposed amendment to this plan;
or
b) An agreement has not been reached on any proposed statutory or non-statutory
plan, Land Use Bylaw, or amendment to either located within or affecting the
plan area.

6.10.11 A dispute shall mean a disagreement by a municipality with the decision or proposed
decision of the other municipalities with respect to a statutory plan approval and
amendments, including matters related to the administration and implementation of the
IDP, a land use bylaw approval and amendment, a subdivision approval or a
development permit approval which may be detrimental to their planning interests as a
municipality.
6.10.12 A dispute will be addressed using the following process:
a) Staff Review
The municipality initiating the dispute will provide the member municipalities with
complete information concerning the disputed matter. The disputing municipality shall
evaluate the matter and provide written comments to the other municipalities within 7
days of receipt of the comments. If the dispute is not resolved, the matter will be
referred to the Intermunicipal Committee.
b) Intermunicipal Committee Review
The Intermunicipal Committee will attempt to resolve the issue and decide whether or
not the proposal can proceed without mediation. The Committee will have 14 days
from the time of referral to deliberate.
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c) Mediation
If an agreement is not reached through the Intermunicipal Committee, a mediation
process shall be used to resolve the matter. Prior to the initiation of the mediation
process, the municipalities shall:
•

appoint an equal number of representatives to participate in the mediation
process;

•

engage a mediator agreed to by the municipalities at equal cost to each
municipality; and

•

approve a mediation process and schedule.

At the conclusion of the mediation process, the mediator will submit a report to all
Councils for consideration. The mediator’s report and recommendations shall not be
binding on the four member municipalities and shall be subject to acceptance by all
Councils. If all Councils accept the mediator’s report, the recommendations will be
communicated to each municipality in writing. The applicant municipality will take the
appropriate actions to address the disputed matter.
d) Appeal
If the mediator’s report is not accepted by all Councils, the disputing municipality may
appeal the matter to the Municipal Government Board in accordance with the Municipal
Government Act.
Procedure to Repeal the Plan

6.10.13 If a member municipality deems this IDP no longer workable, it may initiate the repeal
of the plan by giving three months written notice to the other municipalities. If in mutual
agreement, the Councils may repeal their adopting bylaws together and forego the
three months. Repeal of the plan may be accomplished by a municipality passing a
bylaw in accordance with the repeal provisions of the Municipal Government Act.
6.10.14 In the event that the plan is repealed, each municipality shall amend their Municipal
Development Plan to address intermunicipal issues in accordance with the Municipal
Government Act. Should these required amendments not satisfy the neighbouring
municipalities the matter may be appealed to the Municipal Government Board.
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Note: Methods of reducing phosphorus and fecal coliform inflows to the lake
Several of the policies listed in Section 6 of this IDP require a developer to improve the
quality of water flowing into the lake.

If the developer is unable to achieve this

improvement on their own land, they may propose to the municipalities that the work be
done off site, using one or more of the following methods.

•

Registering a conservation easement or other encumbrance on the title of a
parcel of land, requiring it to be maintained in grass or tree cover. A cash
payment would compensate the owner for the reduction in future income from the
land.

•

Constructing an improved manure handling system on a third party's land.

•

Subsidizing the conversion of individual sewer systems to a communal system.

•

Creating an artificial marsh to filter nutrients and pathogens from surface water
flowing into the lake.

A developer proposing to use one of these off-site methods would have to provide an
analysis by a qualified, independent professional, saying that the work would
significantly reduce the inflow of phosphorus and fecal coliforms into the lake.
Developers are free to suggest other ways of reducing phosphorus and fecal coliform
inflows.
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GLOSSARY

Accrued land

Former lake bottom to which the Crown has
abandoned ownership because it is now permanently
above the higher water mark, and which has
therefore been legally added (accrued) to the
adjacent land title.

Algae

Small water plants which are not rooted to the lake
bottom.

Aquifer

A stratum of rock containing water which can be
accessed by wells.

Canada Land Inventory

A system of classifying the agricultural capability of
soil. Class 1 is the best, class 7 the worst. In the
Gull Lake area there are no class 1 soils.

Chlorophyll-a

A photosynthetic pigment that green plants, including
algae, use to convert solar energy into living material.
Because it is easily extracted from algae in a lab, it is
often used to estimate the amount of algae in the
water.

Cluster design

A type of subdivision layout in which lots are
concentrated in a small area, with large areas of
open space between them. Some typical layouts are
shown in Lacombe County's land use bylaw.

Confined feeding operation

Large scale feeding of livestock in pens or barns,
regulated by the provincial government under the
Agricultural Operations Practices Act. Smaller
operations are regulated by municipalities.

Conservation easement

A permanent agreement between a landowner and
another person or organization, and registered on the
title of the land to which is applies, in which the
owner of the land agrees to limit its use so as to
conserve natural features.

Environmental reserve

A parcel of land which is taken into municipal
ownership when land is subdivided. It is taken under
section 664 of the Municipal Government Act (MGA)
because it is undevelopable, or to prevent pollution,
or to provide public access to a body of water.
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Section 671 of the Act says that environmental
reserve must be left in its natural state, or used as a
public park. It can never be sold.
Environmental reserve
easement

Instead of taking land as environmental reserve, a
municipality may elect to leave the land in private
ownership, but register an easement which requires it
to be maintained in its natural state. See section
664(2) of the MGA.

Farmland assessment rating

A system of classifying the agricultural capability of
land in more detail than the Canada Land Inventory.
It is used by Alberta municipalities for tax purposes.
The scale runs from 100% to the best land to a
theoretical 0% for land with zero agricultural value.

Fecal coliforms

Bacteria residing in the digestive systems of humans
and animals. Fecal coliforms are measured in water
bodies as an indicator of other pathogens.

Former lake bottom lands

Dry land which has been exposed as a result of
declining water levels in Gull Lake. See also
accrued lands.

Good farm land

In Ponoka County, good farm land is defined as any
land with a farmland assessment rating of 30% or
better. Lacombe County aims to protect good farm
land from premature loss or subdivision, but does not
define it in any of its land use documents.

Groundwater

Water contained in an aquifer.

Habitat

An area of land or water used by fish or wildlife.

Intensive livestock facility

Any place where livestock are confined at high
density, including those not regulated by the
Agricultural Operations Practices Act.

Municipal reserve

A parcel of land which is taken into municipal
ownership when land is subdivided. It is taken under
section 666 of the Municipal Government Act (MGA),
and may include up to 10% of the area being
subdivided. Municipal reserves may be used for
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parks, recreation areas, school purposes, or to
separate different land uses. Section 667 of the
MGA gives municipalities the option of taking money
in place of reserves.
No Net Loss

If scientific studies show that a development will
reduce or degrade fish, wildlife, waterfowl, forested,
and/or riparian areas, developers will be required to
create or upgrade habitat areas onsite or offsite so
there is no net loss. This may be done by restoring
damaged shoreline, by constructing new bays and
inlets, planting trees, creating wetlands, or a similar
option, at the discretion of the approving authority.

Nutrients

Chemicals dissolved in water (notably phosphorus
and nitrogen compounds) which feed water plants.

Once in 100 years flood

An extreme flood which can be expected to occur in
a place once in one hundred years. In any given
year, there is a 1% chance of this flood happening.

Original lake shore

The shoreline of Gull Lake as shown on the original
township surveys. In most places the original
shoreline is marked by a fairly steep bank.

Phosphorus

A chemical element required for the growth of water
plants

Piped sewer system

A system whereby waste water from residences is
collected in pipes and moved to a central facility for
treatment.

Recharge area

An area of land where snow melt and rainfall seep
into the ground and replenish aquifers.

Remediation

The process of undoing damage to natural systems,
especially watercourses, usually by re-establishing
natural vegetation.

Riparian

Having to do with the shoreline of a water body.

Riparian rights

The right of a landowner to use or have access to an
adjacent water body.
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Watercourse

A surface flow of water, such as a creek, and by
extension the riparian area.

Wetland

A slough, marsh, fen, bog, or other wet area of
ground which is not part of a flowing watercourse.
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